
This election needs an honest
conversation about net zero

The ideas of Labour, Greens and Lib Dems offering us a future abundance of
cheap renewable electricity is a dangerous deceit.
We lack the guard capacity to shift more to electrical operation and to
handle more renewable generation from far off and unreliable wind turbines.
It is an absurd lie that the U.K. can generate all its electricity from zero
carbon sources by 2030. On a bad day wind and solar are under 10% and gas
above 50%.We are becoming hopelessly import dependent.

Adding more onshore and offshore wind farms requires a breakthrough with some
chosen methods of storage, with huge investment in batteries and or hydrogen
to retain the surplus wind power when there is a lot of wind. What happens if
there is a longish period with little wind, particularly on cold high
pressure days in winter?

Many voters are appalled at the contradictions and nonsenses in some net zero
thinking. Why not go for net zero immigration as every person has a carbon
footprint? Why import LNG with greater CO 2 output than using our own gas
down a pipe? How does closing a steel works in the U.K. to save carbon help
if you import the steel from somewhere else that allows the carbon?

The net zero brigade does not know where all the huge sums will come from to
close down all our gas power stations, build  wind farms, treble or quadruple
the grid and switch all industry over to renewable electricity, introduce
hydrogen at scale and cover land with battery farms.

It will require subsidy and taxpayer support as it has so far. Renewable
power is only cheap if you ignore the costs of back up and skew tax and
subsidy their way.
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